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Abstract. The study of energy landscapes of biopolymers and their
models is an important field in bioinformatics [1–6]. For instance the in-
vestigation of kinetics or folding simulations are done using methods that
are based on sampling or exhaustive enumeration [7–11]. Most of such al-
gorithms are independent of the underlying landscape model. Therefore
frameworks for generic algorithms to investigate the landscape proper-
ties is needed. Here, we present the Energy Landscape Library (ELL)
that allows such a model-independent formulation of generic algorithms
dealing with discrete states. The ELL is a completely object-oriented
C++ library that is highly modular, easy to extend, and freely available
online. It can be used for a fast and easy implementation of new generic
algorithms (possibly based on the provided basic method pool) or as a
framework to test their properties for different landscape models, which
can be formulated straightforward.

1 Introduction

The study of fitness or energy landscapes of biopolymers has gained more and
more interest in the field of bioinformatics [1, 2, 6, 10–12]. The kinetics, number
and distribution of optima and several other properties of such landscapes are
studied and new algorithms have been developed. Further folding pathways and
other evolutionary concepts are investigated (e.g. by Monte Carlo approaches
or extensions). Most of the methods are very generic and can be applied to
any arbitrary landscape model [7, 8]. Therefore a platform for abstract algorithm
formulations with a multitude of different landscape models is needed.

Our Energy Landscape Library (ELL) is going to provide such a platform.
The core of the library is an abstract class State that defines the interface
between the underlying landscape model (subclasses of State) and the generic
algorithms that can be applied. A visualisation of this concept is given in Fig. 1.

Due to the simple interface, a new landscape model can be easily introduced
by implementing a corresponding state derived from the abstract superclass.
This enables a fast and efficient way to apply the provided methods to the energy
landscape in focus. Futhermore, the strict partition of algorithm layer and states
allows that a new algorithm, formulated on the abstract State, can be tested on
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Fig. 1. ELL layer concept: partition of application (rectangle) and state model (elipse).

all landscape types without adaption or reimplementation. Therefore the ELL
provides a capable platform for generic algorithms to study different energy
landscapes or properties of the methods themselves.

2 The Energy Landscape Library

The ELL is available as C++ library. The implementation and design is com-
pletely object-oriented to provide clear interfaces and to be highly modular. By
that it is easy to extend and to use.

2.1 The Core - an Abstract State

As mentioned before, the core of the ELL is an abstract State class. A State

provides only its fitness and the possibility to iterate over its neighbors in the
landscape in different ways (e.g. ordered or randomly). This is sufficient to im-
plement a number of algorithms that are used to investigate the landscape. The
term fitness instead of energy is used because a fitness function can base on more
than the energy, e.g. for evolutionary studies that are supported by the ELL too.

The neighbor generation is done via iterators. For a flexible usage and to min-
imize the memory consumption for the neighborhood enumeration, the neighbors
are generated on demand. Additionally, a State can be transformed into a com-
pressed form to minimize the memory usage of algorithms that have to collect
and manage a huge number of states.

2.2 The Landscape Models

The ELL currently contains completely implemented states for RNA secondary
structures [10, 12] and for structures of simple lattice protein models. To deter-
mine the free energy of an RNA secondary structure the Vienna RNA package is
used [13]. Neighbors only differ in one bond. The simple lattice protein models,
like the widespread HP-model [14], are supported for different lattices (square,
cubic, face centered cubic). The monomer alphabet and the associated contact



energy function are free assignable. To generate the neighborhood of a struc-
ture pivot moves are used. They have been proven to be ergodic [15] and allow
therefore the transformation of each structure into all others of the same length.
Local moves will be available soon.

All available models can be extended in a very simple and clear way (e.g.
with new neighbor generators, other fitness functions or new lattices). Also the
implementation of new landscape models by their associated State subclasses
is straight-forward in the ELL and enables a fast incorporation into the library.

2.3 Generic Algorithms

As introduced before, all algorithms are based on the abstract State class. There-
fore they can be used with all derived subclasses without adaption or reimple-
mentation which yields a very generic pool of methods. These methods can be
applied directly to study properties of the landscape model or can be used as
modules to build new algorithms. By that the implementation of new generic
algorithms becomes faster and the user can focus on the new features instead
working on common and often used submethods. An example implementation
of a gradient walk using the ELL is given in Fig. 2.

// r e t u r n s a l o c a l e opt imum ( no b e t t e r n e i g h b o r ) r e a c h e d by a g r a d i e n t wa l k
State∗ gradientWalk ( const State∗ const source ) {

State∗ cu r rSta t e = source . c l one ( ) , bestNeighbor = getBestNeighbor ( cu r rSta t e ) ;
while ( currState−>ge tF i t n e s s ( ) < bestNeighbor−>ge tF i tn e s s ( ) ) {

delete cu r rS tat e ;
cur rS ta t e = bestNeighbor ;
bestNeighbor = getBestNeighbor ( cur rS ta t e ) ;

}
delete bestNeighbor ;
return cu r rSta t e ; // == l o c a l opt imum ( no n e i g h b o r w i t h b e t t e r f i t n e s s )

}

// r e t u r n s t h e b e s t s t a t e n e i g h b o r e d t o ’ c e n t e r ’
State∗ getBestNeighbor ( State∗ c ente r ) {

NeigborLi s tPtr ne ighbors = center −>getNe ighborL i st ( ) ;
NeighborLi s t : : I t e r a t o r itN = neighbors . begin ( ) ;
State∗ bes t = itN−>c lone ( ) ;
for (++itN ; itN != neighbors−>end ( ) ; ++itN ) {

i f ( best−>ge tF i tn e s s ( ) < itN−>g e tF i tn e s s ( ) ) { // f o u n d b e t t e r n e i g h b o r
delete bes t ;
bes t = itN−>c lone ( ) ;

}
}
return bes t ;

}

Fig. 2. Example source code for a gradient walk using the ELL.

Several tool implementations for enumeration and sampling are already avail-
able in the ELL. For instance a widely used method to estimate the state den-
sity [7], a barrier tree generator [8] or a newly developed barrier tree sampler for
landscapes that are too large for exhaustive enumeration.



3 Conclusion

We introduced the ELL, a C++ programming platform for the study of energy
landscapes with generic methods. The partition of the algorithms and the under-
lying landscape model, interfaced by a state abstraction, allows an independent
development of both layers. The ELL supports the user with a pool of common
methods and some landscape models (e.g. RNA) to provide a fast and efficient
base for further investigations. It is highly modular, object-oriented and easy to
extend. The ELL is free available under

http://www.bioinf.uni-freiburg.de/sw/ell/
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